
 

Focus:  To improve you must use more precise quotations and embed them in your response.  

THERAPY: In your answers, you must use lots of short, precise quotations which are 

embedded in to your answer. Read the following extract, and complete the table below, 

focusing on choosing the most precise evidence you require. You need to aim for 10 

quotations for questions with a smaller amount of marks, and 20 quotations for the longer 

mark questions.  

 
The second hand of his watch in slow motion. Twenty-nine past. The whistle in 

his mouth. His foot on the ladder. He swallowed hard and blew. 

He clambered out and looked around him. It was for a moment completely 

quiet as the bombardment ended and the German guns also stopped. 

Skylarks wheeled and sang high in the cloudless sky. He felt alone, as though 

he had stumbled on this fresh world at the instant of its creation.  

Then the artillery began to lay down the first barrage and the German 

machine guns resumed. To his left Stephen saw men trying to emerge from 

the trench but being smashed by bullets before they could stand. The gaps 

in the wire became jammed with bodies. Behind him the men were coming 

up. He saw Gray run along the top of the trench, shouting encouragement.  

He walked hesitatingly forward, his skin tensed for the feeling of metal tearing 

flesh. He turned his body sideways, tenderly, to protect his eyes. He was 

hunched like an old woman in the cocoon of tearing noise.  

Byrne was walking beside him at the slow pace required by their orders. 

Stephen glanced to his right. He could see a long, wavering line of khaki, 

primitive dolls progressing in tense deliberate steps, going down with a silent 

flap of arms, replaced, falling, continuing as though walking into a gale. He 

tried to catch Byrne’s eye but failed. The sound of machine guns was varied 

by the crack of snipers and the roar of the barrage ahead of them.  

 

Find a quotation to show… Evidence 

The protagonist’s reluctance to start the 

advance. 

 

The unexpected stillness of no-man’s 
land.  

 

The violence of the enemy’s bullets.   

How difficult it was for the soldiers to go 
over the top. 

 

The protagonist’s expectations as he 
advance. 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE REVISION 



The description of the protagonist’s 
stature. 

 

The word used to suggest the soldiers’ 
uncertainty in the orders they must 
follow. 

 

The imagery used to make the soldiers 
seem unprepared, and innocent.  

 

A sense of hopelessness.  

The noise of the attack.  

 

Challenge: Consider what you can infer from each piece of evidence.  

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

TEST: 

 

Question: How does the writer use language to portray a soldier’s experience of going ‘over 

the top’ in World War One? 

 

1) Answer the question using the evidence you have already found linked to an idea in 

the text of the portrayal of warfare. 

2) Embed your quotations within your own sentences, allowing your answer to be 

concise and analytical without writing copious amounts of text from the source.  

 

Challenge: Have you made sure you have shown inference in relation to the precise 

quotations you have embedded in your answer? 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

SELF REVIEW: Review your answer for Paper 1 Question 2 – how many quotations did you 

use? Was it enough? Were they precise? 


